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To   

All the Esteemed CSI members 

 

Dear all, 

 

It is time for all of us to reconsider of Ego and make CSI rise again. 

1. The last legal election to CSI was conducted in March 2018 where Sri. Gautam 

Mahapatra was elected as President CSI. 

2. We had complaints and replies and legal battles for 3 years and under the instructions 

of Court conducted elections supervised by a Prothonotary on 31-01-2021 

3. We were elected on 31-01-2021 at the AGM at Hyderabad where validated 7495 

members chose us on the democratic front. 

4. Later our seniors on different pretext extended the legal battle and brought a Three 

member committee (TMC) to conduct elections. 

5. The TMC tried there best to make the database cleaned to conduct elections but the 

same seniors are extending the legal battle as the procedures followed by TMC are 

flawed and feel the solution is very far in time lines 

6. The CSI Constitution clearly indicates that the existing body continues till the new body 

takes over, and we have a EC and a Nominations committee  that can conduct elections 

7. The employees at so called HQ and ED are enjoying salaries without work and 

damaging CSI burning the resources of CSI 

8. The GST is not working making all chapters suffer 

9. I am enclosing the analysis of the CSI database for your perusal and request you all to 

update your details at our site www.csiindia.org 

10. If the Information available is not correct a updating mechanism is made with OTP 

verification for mail and mobile number. 

 

This will make the chapters to work effectively to run CSI meet its Vision fulfilled as the 

operations of CSI membership etc are automated with a perfect SOP 

 

We are sending this mail to all 

members using a Push mail 

mechanism for verification and data 

correction. 

 

Regards 

 

 

 

Raju L Kanchibhotla 

Secretary, CSI 

Date: 01-03-2024 

Ph: +91-9392375756,  

Mail: Kanchibhotla@gmail.com 
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